The present experimental study focuses on the characterization of complex mixing phenomena at pipe intersections within pressurized water distribution networks. To examine the complete mixing assumption at a cross junction, a series of experiments were conducted in the turbulent regime ͑R Ͼ 10,000͒. The experimental setup consists of a cross junction with various sensors, pumps, and a data acquisition system to accurately measure solute concentration. Selected experimental results are compared to computational fluid dynamics ͑CFD͒ results. In addition, the water quality model associated with a standard water distribution network simulator ͑EPANET͒ was reevaluated based on CFD and experimental data. Corrections based on experimental results are incorporated into EPANET ͑AZRED 1.0͒ for use in a case study. The study concludes that the complete mixing assumption can potentially create considerable errors in water quality modeling. Further, severe errors are likely to occur in systems with many cross type junctions due to bifurcation of the incoming flows.
Introduction
Water quality models are widely used in analyses of water distribution systems. These network models have been used quite successfully for operational purposes, but in the context of providing real-time response for contamination events, the general mixing assumptions are most likely inadequate ͑van Bloemen Waanders et al. 2005; Romero-Gomez et al. 2006͒ . Water security has been a concern of the water distribution community for several years, and it has become apparent that additional accuracy is critical to properly develop real-time response tools, especially if in situ sensor equipment will be used to help detect intrusions. Current models assume instantaneous and complete mixing at pipe junctions and several studies have contributed to growing evidence that this assumption may be inadequate. The "complete" mixing assumption becomes especially questionable at pipe cross junctions where there may be limited contact and retention time between the water flows in two incoming pipe legs. The impact of solute mixing at these intersections, geometric components of a network system, is the focus of this work.
Studies examining two impinging jet streams with unconfined flows indicate that intersecting flows may bifurcate rather than mix ͑Ashgriz et al. 2001͒ . Recent experimental and numerical results indicate that this bifurcation occurs in pipe junctions as well. In a study of a cross junction where all four flow rates were held equal ͑van Bloemen Waanders et al. 2005͒ approximately 87% of an NaCl tracer exited the junction in the outlet adjacent to the inlet where the tracer was introduced. Under the perfect mixing assumption, a 50% distribution would be expected. Both computational fluid dynamics ͑CFD͒ and experimental results were used in this study to describe transport phenomena at pipe cross intersections. However, the investigation was limited to the case of equal flow rates in each of the pipe legs.
Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2006͒ studied the same phenomena using a CFD model validated with experimental results to consider two additional flow scenarios through the cross joint ͑vary-ing inflows with equal outflows and equal inflows with varying outflows͒. Additional experiments were performed to account for uncertainty with modeling parameters. The observations of the study suggested that the data necessary to improve water quality modeling software could be obtained by adjusting the turbulent Schmidt number, Sc t , to match experimental data. The study addressed three selected scenarios at equal inflow and/or outflow rates. In their experimental study, the mismatch of the tracer mass flow rate averaged over 5%.
In this study, solute mixing at a cross junction with varying inflows and outflows is further evaluated both experimentally and numerically in order to account for the large range of operating conditions in water distribution systems. The experimental setup is largely based on the previous study reported by RomeroGomez et al. ͑2006͒ . However, the solute mass balance was greatly improved via a series of instrument calibrations and adjustments, i.e., the mismatch of the tracer mass flow rate is reduced to 2% or less in the present study. Experimental results are compared with those using CFD models from previous studies and perfect-mixing based EPANET models. It should be noted that Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2006͒ further focus on the computa- tional ͑CFD͒ approach based on the present study. Finally, the impact on water quality modeling is illustrated by integrating the experimental results into EPANET for a multinode ͑exem-plary͒ network ͓EPA ͑2002͔͒.
Definitions and Scenarios
Sodium chloride ͑NaCl͒ is used as a soluble tracer throughout the experimental study. Two conventions are chosen to present the level of mixing in terms of the detected tracer: dimensionless concentration and the mass split. Dimensionless concentration is used to model concentrations at the outlets of pipe junctions to those of the inlets. This is also used to generalize the results such that they can be described independently of the background solute concentrations. The dimensionless concentration is described in the following:
where C* is defined as the dimensionless concentration and Cϭconcentration at the outlet of interest ͑east or north͒. C S and C W are the concentrations at the two inlets, south and west, respectively. Fig. 1 describes the experimental setup including two inlets from NaCl ͑south͒ and tap ͑west͒ water tanks.
Mixing is also described in terms of the mass of incoming NaCl exiting through either outlet. The mass split is not generalized for any set of incoming concentrations and depends on the incoming background NaCl concentrations. This measurement is useful as it directly describes where the species of interest is traveling and can therefore show where the introduced tracer travels. Mass split is described in the following:
where %NaCl E or %NaCl N ϭpercent mass split at either outlet; and ṁ E or N ϭmass flow rate out the pipe leg of interest ͑east or north͒. ṁ S and ṁ N ϭmass flow rates ͑kg/s͒ of the south and north pipe inlets, respectively. In order to better understand the transport phenomena, three specific scenarios as well as generally varying flows are considered. Those scenarios and the general case were summarized in a companion paper by Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2008͒.
Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2008͒ suggested that the modeling variables could be greatly simplified to ratios of the inflows and outflows. This is preferable to the direct use of the Reynolds number at each pipe leg; thus, excessive data are not required to characterize the mixing at cross junctions for an infinite number of combinations of inlet and outlet flow rates. In the second scenario, for example, the Reynolds numbers at both outlets are equal whereas the Reynolds numbers at the inlets are different. The ratio of the inlet Reynolds numbers are defined as
In the third scenario, the Reynolds numbers at both inlets are equal ͑R S/W =1͒, whereas the Reynolds numbers at the outlets are different. Thus, the ratio of the exit Reynolds numbers are defined as
In the first scenario, therefore, R S/W =1 and R E/N = 1. For the general case, both the inlet and the outlet Reynolds ratios ͑R S/W and R E/N ͒ are varied. A matrix of data to be collected is constructed by varying the inflow and outflow ratios over the values 0.25, 0.65, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, for a total of 49 data sets to be collected. Each of these data sets is repeated three times, for a total of 147 experimental runs. Computational and experimental results by Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2006͒ showed that the mass split at a given R S/W and R E/N ratio combination for the cross junction remains nearly constant when R Ͼ 10,000. Thus, R S , R W , R N , and R E ranged from 10,000 to 42,000. For instance, R S , R W , R N , and R E are set at 26, 151, 26, 215, 25, 807 , and 25,601 ͑Scenario 1͒, respectively. For all 49 cases, flow rates were chosen such that ͑R S + R W ͒ is equal to approximately 52,000 due to the physical characteristics and/or limitations of the experimental setup, sensors, and equipment. It should be noted that the majority of water distribution systems operate in the turbulent regime, and therefore the range of Reynolds numbers ͑R Ͼ 10,000͒ is justified in an attempt to reflect realistic operating conditions.
Experimental Setup and Preparation
The experiments were carried out in the Water Distribution Network Laboratory of the Water Village at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. The experimental setup consisted of a cross junction and piping system with various sensors, and a data acquisition system. The system included two pumps, two variable frequency controllers, a fresh water tank, a NaCl concentration tank, four gate valves, and a cross junction pipe system as shown in Fig. 1 . Detailed dimensions of the cross junction ͑NIBCO Inc., Elkhart, IN͒ and PVC pipes were also presented. Each section of PVC pipe had a pair of flow and electrical conductivity sensors. A length greater than the equivalent of 65 pipe diameters ͑after the flow and conductivity meters͒ was used to allow for sufficient retention time so that turbulent flow could fully develop and thereby maximize mixing before entering the cross junction. Concentration data ͑NaCl͒ and volumetric flow rates were collected at four locations ͑at each inlet and outlet of the cross junction͒ through conductivity sensors and flow meters. These readings were then used to calculate both the dimensionless concentration ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ as well as the mass split ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒. The flow rates were measured using paddle wheel sensors ͑FP-5600, the Omega Corporation, Stamford, Conn.͒. Electrical conductivity ͑to determine the concentration of NaCl͒ was performed using four-ring potentiometric probes and transmitters ͑CDE-1201, CDTX-1203, the Omega Corporation, Stamford, Conn.͒. The mass split was found by multiplying the concentration term by the flow rate at each of the pipe legs. Both of these numbers represent the amount of mixing at the cross junction and are presented in relation to the Reynolds number ratios, as defined in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ ͑see the section entitled "Results and Discussion"͒. The concentration of NaCl was calculated using a second-order polynomial curve relating conductivity to added salt.
A data logger ͑CR3000 model, Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah͒ recorded sensor measurements to a computer in real time at a rate of one data point per second. These data were averaged over a 60 s interval to collect repeatable data by reducing the signal noise of the sensors. The flow sensor repeatability, as described by the manufacturer, is 0.5% of the full range or 0.36 L / min with a range of 1.34-71.9 L / min ͑0.3-19 gal./ min͒. The flow rates in the experiments were maintained at or above 7.6 L / min ͑2 gal./ min͒ and never approached 71.9 L / min ͑19 gal./ min͒ to ensure that the sensors functioned properly. The flow sensors were calibrated by timing and collecting the discharge as water was pumped at a constant rate through the sensors. A total of 25 points were collected for each flow sensor at varying flow rates within the sensor's described range. The accuracy of the electrical conductivity sensors as described by the manufacturer is ±2% of the full sensor range ͑2 mS/ cm͒. A twopoint calibration was performed using commercially prepared calibration solutions.
Results and Discussion
Observations of flow through the experimental system indicate that the flow behavior of the system appeared to be a steady state with no noticeable oscillations in flow or conductivity for all 49 cases of inflow and outflow combinations when R Ͼ 10,000. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate flow rate and electrical conductivity readings collected for a typical run. Table 1 demonstrates a significant improvement over the previously reported results ͓an average of 5% mass balance error by Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2006͔͒. The decrease in the overall mass balance mismatch to an average of 1.9% is a result of a series of instrument calibrations and adjustments. The incoming concentration of NaCl at the west inlet was intended to be kept constant; however, slight variations in the background conductivity of the tap water from run to run were observed as shown in Fig. 3 . This background concentration does not affect the dimensionless concentration as the results are normalized. The presentation of the mass split results is, however, not independent of the incoming concentrations and will therefore be slightly affected. This is especially of interest in Scenario 2 as R S/W → 0 where the background concentration is important due to the small amount of the tracer entering the system.
Scenario 1: Equal Inflows and Outflows
For the case of equal inflows and outflows, three separate trials have been conducted with an equal flow rate at each of the four pipe legs. Perfect mixing for this scenario would give a dimensionless concentration of 0.5 and 0.5 and a mass split of 50 and 50%. For the present experiments, the Reynolds numbers at all legs are about 26,000 for Scenario 1. The average dimensionless concentration calculated from the experimental data is 91 and 11% through the east and north outlets, respectively. These numbers nearly add up to 100%, which indicates careful preparation of the experimental setup and calibration of both the flow and conductivity sensors to reduce experimental errors. With Reynolds numbers greater than 10,000, the C* split remains nearly the same ͑approximately, C E * =90±3%͒. This C* split appears in good agreement with previous experiments ͑van Bloemen Waanders et al. 2005͒ . Scenario 1 is essentially a special case of Scenarios 2 and 3, and thus the experimental result by van Bloemen Waanders et al. ͑2006͒ is included in Figs. 5 and 7. The general trend for C* at low R from laminar to turbulent flow will be of future research interest.
The mass split as calculated through Eq. ͑2͒ was 85 and 15% out the east and north outlets, respectively. If the incoming concentration at the west inlet were maintained perfectly at zero, the mass split and dimensionless concentration under this flow scenario should remain exactly the same. Both experimental and CFD model results demonstrate the dramatic difference from the assumption of perfect mixing.
Scenario 2: Equal Outflows, Varying Inflows
It should be noted that because the concentration and flow results at one outlet can be used to calculate values at the other outlet, only the results at the east outlet will be reported.
A discussion of R ratio limits ͑i.e., as R S/W → ϱ, and R S/W → 0͒ of Scenario 2 follows to help clarify the results. As R S/W → ϱ the percent mass split will approach 50% because near instantaneous mixing should occur and an equal distribution will most likely result. As R S/W → 0 the mass split would become 100%, because as the flow decreases in the tracer inlet, less mixing occurs and the salt is eventually entirely diverted out the adjacent ͑east͒ outlet. This trend was reported by Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2006͒ and Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2008͒ using CFD results at the turbulent Schmidt number ͑Sc t ͒ = 0.7 and presented in Fig.  4 . This is not, however, the trend of the experimental data as plotted in the Fig. 4 . With the experimental data the percentage of mass split reaches a maximum level around a Reynolds number ratio of 0.65. This trend is due to background NaCl concentrations above zero. With a background concentration, as R S/W → 0 there would be essentially no NaCl entering from the south inlet due to the reduced flow. All of the NaCl entering would come from the west inlet and would be due to background concentrations. The NaCl coming from the west inlet would then pass out of each outlet equally due to equal flow, giving a mass split of 50%. This trend is observed in the experimental data. In the water quality model, for example, a trace amount of chemical or biological agents introduced from the south inlet may be estimated either way. However, it is important to recognize that a trace amount of extremely toxic chemical contaminants or biological agents ͑e.g., a few anthrax spores͒ should be modeled with care; i.e., 100% of the introduced contaminant heads to the east outlet. With perfect mixing, 50% of the mass would flow out the east outlet for any R S/W ratio due to the outflows being equal.
Unlike the analysis based on %NaCl, background concentration ͑C E * ͒ does not affect dimensionless concentration as it is defined to be normalized by the range of the inlet concentrations, as shown in Fig. 5 . The trend of the dimensionless concentration is closer to that of the CFD results at Sc t = 0.7 presented by RomeroGomez et al. ͑2006͒ and Romero-Gomez et al. ͑2008͒. As R S/W → ϱ it is expected that all of the flow will come from the south inlet containing the NaCl solution; the concentration of both of the outlets should asymptotically approach 1. As R S/W → 0 all of the entering water will be coming from the west inlet and the water leaving from the east outlet will approach the same concentration as the west inlet, resulting in a dimensionless concentration that asymptotically approaches 0. Both of these trends are observed in the experimental data. Similar trends are also observed with EPANET, although the differences in dimensionless concentration are significant.
Scenario 3: Equal Inflows, Varying Outflows
As the Reynolds number ratio of an outlet is increased, the tracer mass flow rate through that outlet will also increase. When R E/N → ϱ the mass split from the east outlet will approach 100% of the total mass flow rate because there will be no flow through the north outlet. As R E/N → 0, the situation is simply reversed with no flow in the east outlet. The mass rate split through the east outlet is therefore expected to be 0. These general trends can be observed in the data ͑see Fig. 6͒ . Similar trends are observed using EPANET, although magnitudes are quite different for each R E/N case except in the limit as R E/N → ϱ and 0. In Fig. 7 , the dimensionless concentration at the east outlet will become 0.5 as R E/N → ϱ. This is because all of the water will exit through the east outlet, and half of the water coming from each inlet will be diluted. As R E/N → 0 it is expected that the infinitesimal amount of water flowing out of the east outlet will come from the south inlet. This will give a dimensionless concentration of 1. Both of the above-mentioned trends are in excellent agreement with the experimental data.
General Case: Varying Inflows and Outflows
All 49 of the desired data sets were repeated three times each for a total of 147 different data points. The average of each of the sets was used to construct the two-dimensional contour and threedimensional graphs ͓Figs. 8͑a and b͔͒. These figures present a general trend of the mixing ratios, including Scenarios 1-3. As the inlet ratio increases ͑R S/W ͒ so does the dimensionless concentration at the east outlet. As the outlet ratio ͑R E/N ͒ is increased, the dimensionless concentration also increases, though much less dramatically than in the direction of the inlet ratio. These plots provide information about the behavior of the cross junction transport phenomena over a useful range in real-world water distribution networks. The interpolated data can be integrated into the water quality model directly to obtain the dimensionless concentration over the R ratio ranges.
A Case Study: A Multinode "Exemplary… 4 Ã 5 Network
As an exemplary case, a 4 ϫ 5 node pressurized piping network was introduced and the sensitivity of experimental results to predict water quality within a water distribution network was investigated. A grid shape with cross junctions was chosen because of its relevance to accurately forecasted contaminants at spatial scales in real-world municipal water systems. As shown in Fig. 9 , water enters the system from the reservoir through the "intrusion point" and is removed through three demand points. Three demand points labeled A, B, and C each remove 379 L / min ͑100 gal./ min͒ from the system. Injection of a solution of NaCl is simulated at the node labeled intrusion point at a rate of 3.79 L / min ͑1 gal./ min͒ and a concentration of 100 mg/ L for a mass flow of 378 mg/ min. Each section of the pipe has a diameter of 30.5 cm ͑12 in.͒, a length of 152.4 m ͑500 ft͒, and a roughness of 100 for use in the Hazen-Williams equation. The entire model was created without a change in elevation. The corresponding Reynolds number in each pipe is also presented in Fig. 9 .
The effect on transport for this configuration was examined using both current water quality modeling techniques ͑based on the assumption of complete mixing͒ as well as an updated model ͑using the results of the previously described experimental data͒. The hydraulic characteristics of the network were calculated by EPANET, and the water quality model produced results for the perfect mixing case. The same hydraulic conditions were used for the nonperfect mixing model. In each case where two adjacent inlets were encountered, the Reynolds number ratios ͓as described in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͔͒ of each pipe were then calculated. This input was used to determine dimensionless concentration through linear interpolation of the experimental data set ͑see Table 1͒ rather than the perfect mixing assumption. This process was accomplished by changing the water quality at each of the pipe outlets ͑using C programming code, code name AZRED 1.0͒, forcing concentra- tion values to reflect the correct dimensionless concentration. Although the Reynolds numbers near the inlet are near 40,000 ͑fully turbulent zone͒, not all the pipes maintain R Ͼ 10,000. A further study is necessary to fully understand mixing phenomena at a cross junction for laminar and transitional flows. It is assumed that the experimental data set applies for all flow regimes, because all four legs at each cross junction maintain turbulent flows except one leg ͑R = 1,618͒.
Thus, the experimental cross-junction mixing results in this study show considerable deviation from the instantaneous mixing assumption and could have significant impact on chemical transport in large distribution networks. To assess this impact, we evaluated the effect of the mixing ratio plot on a multinode network. The water quality model in EPANET is modified based on the interpolation experimental data to determine an appropriate concentration depending on the hydraulic character of inlet and outlet points at each junction. A multinode network presented in Fig. 9 consists of five cross junction nodes with two incoming adjacent inlets. The remaining cross junction ͑i.e., the sixth junction located at the bottom right͒ had one incoming flow with three outgoing flows.
The results of the 4 ϫ 5 network analysis indicate that there is a substantial difference between the water quality model based on the "perfect mixing" assumption and the one based on the "split mixing" results that reflect our experimental data. This difference can be seen through the concentration of NaCl at each of the demand points, as summarized in Table 2 . The split mixing simulation indicates that the concentration at Demand Point A is much lower than the perfect mixing model suggests, i.e., 0.02 mg/ L as compared to 0.27 mg/ L. There are also significant differences in the concentrations at Demand Points B and C: 0.73 mg/ L compared to 0.53 mg/ L and 0.25 mg/ L compared to 0.15 mg/ L, respectively.
These differences are further illustrated through the use of contour lines based on the concentration of NaCl at each node in the system ͑see Fig. 10͒ . For the case of the perfect mixing model, the salt concentration is much more uniform at locations downstream of the intrusion. This is in contrast to the split mixing model where the concentration is higher in the bottom right section of the system. This example demonstrates that water quality modeling may be modified based on the present experimental results, with significant improvement in networks containing cross junctions. 
Conclusion
This paper investigates the validity of the instantaneous mixing assumption at cross junctions and develops flow criteria to determine appropriate mixing rules. It shows that the complete mixing assumption can potentially create considerable errors in water quality modeling in particular with systems consisting of many cross junctions. This error is due to bifurcation of the incoming flows rather than perfect mixing. The data collected indicate that mixing at pipe cross junctions is in fact far from "perfect." The concentration of a species of interest at both outlets has been related to the incoming concentrations as well as to the ratios of the inlet and outlet flow rates. It is observed that small variations in the background concentrations have a significant impact on data taken under certain flow conditions ͑e.g., when there is little flow coming from the tracer source͒. The data collected are used to understand the significance of the perfect mixing assumption as well as a basis for the improved model itself. A multinode case is investigated in which the intrusion of a contaminant is simulated. The EPANET code is altered to reflect experimental results by accounting for split mixing on a node-bynode basis. The comparison of the two indicates that the difference between the existing and modified water quality models is significant. Fig. 10 . Contours of NaCl concentration ͑mg/L͒; ͑a͒ based on perfect mixing assumption; ͑b͒ after modifications of the code. The arrow indicates the intrusion point, and concentration immediately after the dilution in the pipe is 1.77 mg/ L.
